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Laura Marlin Mysteries 1 Dead Manaposs Cove
Winner of the 2011 Blue Peter Book of the Year Award, DEAD MAN'S COVE is the first book in a gripping adventure series about
eleven-year-old ace detective, Laura Marlin, from award-winning author Lauren St John. When orphaned Laura Marlin moves from
a children's home to live with her uncle in Cornwall, she longs for a life of excitement just like the characters in her favourite
detective novels. A real life adventure is on hand as she is deposited at her uncle's spooky house . . . Why does her uncle, Calvin
Redfern, forbid her to go to Dead Man's Cove? What's the truth about Tariq, the silent Indian boy who lives with the flamboyant
Mukthars? Who is J? Who has left the message in a bottle for Laura to discover? Mysteries abound and who better to solve them
than Laura Marlin, ace detective? Accompanied by her trusty companion, Skye, a three-legged husky, the dog she's always
wanted, Laura's adventures begin in this first captivating mystery.
Salisbury, 1226 A young pregnant woman is found tangled in reeds in the river Avon, her identity a mystery. Grieving widow Ela
Longespée is determined to succeed her husband as sheriff of Salisbury, and quickly takes charge of the investigation. She soon
finds herself in the thick of a neighborhood scandal and a struggle to maintain her authority. With multiple suspects, can she
identify the true killer? The Ela of Salisbury Medieval Mystery Series This series features a real historical figure—the formidable Ela
Longespée. The young Countess of Salisbury was chosen to marry King Henry II’s illegitimate son William. After her husband’s
untimely death, Ela served as High Sheriff of Wiltshire, castellan of Salisbury Castle, and ultimately founder and abbess of Lacock
Abbey. The Ela of Salisbury Medieval Mystery series: Book 1: Cathedral of Bones Book 2: Breach of Faith Book 3: The Lost Child
Book 4: Forest of Souls Book 5: The Bone Chess Set Book 6: Cloister of Whispers Coming 2022: Book 7: Palace of Thorns
A third prophecy, this time involving a leopard, comes true for eleven-year-old Martine, an orphaned South African girl who has
mystical healing powers over animals, when she travels with her grandmother and best friend Ben to Zimbabwe.
Flick's big brother, Jack, goes missing in Peru and she is desperate to find him. But can she solve the greatest mystery of all: who
Jack really is? A novel about the unbreakable bond between siblings.
Super Rabbit Boy must travel back in time to stop King Viking!
Eleven-year-old ace detective Laura Marlin is back for her next exciting adventure in the fifth mystery from award-winning author
Lauren St John. When orphaned Laura Marlin moved from a children's home to live with her uncle in Cornwall, she longed for a life
of excitement, just like the characters in her favourite detective novels. Having now unravelled mysteries across the world from
Cornwall to the Caribbean and Kentucky to St Petersburg, she got more than she ever bargained for. And now she is ready to take
on her next challenge: to uncover the Secret of Supernatural Creek.
The fourth thrilling adventure in the dramatic Legend of the Animal Healer series! When Martine and her grandmother discover
that they might lose their game reserve, Sawubona, because of a clause in her grandfather's will, Martine and her best friend, Ben,
decide to take matters into their own hands. After Martine hears a prophecy that tells her: "The elephants will lead you to the truth,"
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Martine and Ben stow away in an airplane, get stuck in the desert, and help a group of elephants escape from a horrible prison.
Along the way, Martine learns the truth about Sawubona, as well as the dramatic truth about her gift with animals and where it will
take her in her life . . .
'Absolutely thrilling and hilarious.' - Michael aged 10. Operation Sabre is the most exciting book released this year. It is a fastpaced spy adventure story about three young people who are recruited to the youth division of MI5. Paul and Rachel's father has
been kidnapped and they are drawn into a race against time to uncover the mole and find him before it is too late. The book is
filled with suspense, action, humour and unexpected twists that will keep the reader enthralled right to the end. 'I can't believe how
gripping the story is...' Ben - Aged 13. 'There are hilarious moments and cliff hangers that leave you craving for more.' - Lydia aged 10.
I wish I was away in IngoFar across the briny sea,Sailing over deepest watersWhere love nor care never trouble me. . . . By the Cornwall
coast where Sapphire lives with her family, it's easy to hear the call of the sea. Too easy. When the sea called to Sapphy's father, he
vanished from her life. When the sea called to her brother, he started disappearing for hours on end. And now the sea is calling to Sapphy,
and she feels its pull more strongly than she's ever felt anything in her life. In a novel full of longing, mystery, and magic, Helen Dunmore
takes us to a new world that has the power both to captivate and to destroy. At the waterline, the two worlds of Air and Ingo meet. Sapphy
and her brother, Conor, find themselves at the boundary between these worlds, in a place of danger and amazing discoveries.
Follow Astraea, Zephyr, and their friends as they travel to a dangerous jungle world in this second book in a brand-new series from
bestselling Pegasus author Kate O’Hearn, who masterfully blends mystery and mythology together. With the weakened Titan prisoners
hidden on Earth, Astraea, Zephyr, and their team head to Nesso’s jungle world to seek help in the struggle against the Mimics. But nothing
goes to plan. The moment they arrive, they encounter a world filled with dangers they never imagined possible—from massive, hungry
dinosaurs to a blisteringly hot sun. Soon Zephyr and Astraea are seriously wounded. Without ambrosia or nectar to heal them, the group
realizes they are in serious trouble. But where can they go for help? With Zephyr’s life slipping away, Jake and Tryn use their new flying
skateboards to try to make it to Xanadu where they hope to find ambrosia for Zephyr and enlist help to join the fight against the Mimics.
Meanwhile, Astraea and the three centaurs must use all their cunning to keep Zephyr safe and alive. But danger comes in many forms, and it
seems as though no one may be left to help them—until Jake and Tryn stumble across a lone Olympian everyone believed to be dead…
The worlds of celebrity and sports are brilliantly dissected and turned upside down in the debut thriller from the bestselling author and creator
of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger. Theirs was a marriage made in tabloid heaven, but no sooner had supermodel Laura Ayars and Celtics
star David Baskin said “I do” than tragedy struck. While honeymooning on Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, David went out for a swim—and
never returned. Now widowed and grieving, Laura has a thousand questions and no answers. Her search for the truth will draw her into a web
of lies and deception that stretches back thirty years—while on the court at Boston Garden, a rookie phenom makes his spectacular debut...
Eleven-year-old ace detective Laura Marlin is whirled into a breathtaking Russian adventure in her fourth gripping mystery, from awardwinning author Lauren St John. When Laura Marlin's Siberian husky, Skye, saves an actress's life, she and her best friend, Tariq, receive a
surprise invitation to spend time working on a film set in St Petersburg in Russia. But what promises to be the coolest holiday ever quickly
turns deadly as a series of accidents threaten both cast and crew and Laura finds herself at the centre of a lethal game. Could art be about to
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imitate life?
"The world's greatest adolescent British chemist/busybody/sleuth" (The Seattle Times), Flavia de Luce, returns in a twisty new mystery novel
from award-winning and New York Times bestselling author Alan Bradley. In the wake of an unthinkable family tragedy, twelve-year-old
Flavia de Luce is struggling to fill her empty days. For a needed escape, Dogger, the loyal family servant, suggests a boating trip for Flavia
and her two older sisters. As their punt drifts past the church where a notorious vicar had recently dispatched three of his female parishioners
by spiking their communion wine with cyanide, Flavia, an expert chemist with a passion for poisons, is ecstatic. Suddenly something grazes
against her fingers as she dangles them in the water. She clamps down on the object, imagining herself as Ernest Hemingway battling a
marlin, and pulls up what she expects will be a giant fish. But in Flavia's grip is something far better: a human head, attached to a human
body. If anything could take Flavia's mind off sorrow, it is solving a murder—although one that may lead the young sleuth to an early grave.
A tea party takes a poisonous turn leaving Daisy and Hazel with a new mystery to solve in this “first-rate whodunit, reminiscent of a game of
Clue [that’s] terrific preparation for the works of Agatha Christie” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review). Schoolgirl detectives Daisy Wells and
Hazel Wong are at Daisy’s home, Fallingford, for the holidays. Daisy’s glamorous mother is throwing a tea party for Daisy’s birthday, and
the whole family is invited, from eccentric Aunt Saskia to dashing Uncle Felix. But it soon becomes clear that this party isn’t about Daisy after
all—and she is furious. But Daisy’s anger falls to the wayside when one of their guests falls seriously and mysteriously ill—and everything
points to poison. It’s up to Daisy and Hazel to find out what’s really going on. With wild storms preventing everyone from leaving, or the
police from arriving, Fallingford suddenly feels like a very dangerous place to be. Not a single person present is what they seem—and
everyone has a secret or two. And when someone very close to Daisy begins to act suspiciously, the Detective Society does everything they
can to reveal the truth…no matter the consequences. Previously published as Arsenic for Tea in the UK.
The fifth and final book in the heart-warming White Giraffe series by Lauren St John, featuring the African adventures of Martine and her
magical white giraffe. Martine is starstruck when her boyband hero visits Sawubona for a safari. But within hours, poachers have pounced,
leaving behind an orphaned rhino calf. Martine and Ben are entrusted with taking the baby rhino to a remote sanctuary. But Martine has a
guilty secret - one that's stolen her healing gift. Alone in the wilderness, with the poachers closing in, Martine and Ben need all of the survival
skills they possess to save one of the most endangered animals on earth.
Lauren St John's stunning Christmas classic is about forgotten children, the power of nature to heal us and a girl who will climb mountains in
search for a place to call home. Nominated for the 2019 Carnegie Medal. Growing up in vibrant, crowded Nairobi, Makena has only one
dream: to climb Mount Kenya like her hero, her mountain guide father. But when her beautiful world is shattered, she finds that in the city's
dark places there are a thousand ways to fall, each more deadly than any crevasse. In a world of strangers, does she dare trust Snow, whose
ballet dreams are haunted by a past she's still running from? And is the sparkling fox friend or foe? After a fresh start in the Scottish
Highlands turns bad, Makena flees to the mountains. But will they betray her or be the making of her?
Melody Logan knew her beautiful mother, Haille, was unhappy in their hardscrabble mining town.... But with her wonderful father's
unwavering love, Melody always felt safe -- until a dreadful mine accident ripped her from her family's moorings. She was still devastated by
her father's death when she left West Virginia with Haille to follow her mother's dream of becoming a model or actress. But first they stopped
in Cape Cod to visit her father's family at last. Melody knew only that her grandparents had disowned their son when he married Haille -- just
because she was an orphan, her mother said. Yet moments after Melody first laid eyes on dour, Bible-spouting Uncle Jacob, nervous Aunt
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Sara, and her cousins -- handsome Cary, whose twin, Laura, had been killed recently in a sailing accident, and sweet, deaf little May -- Haille
announced that Melody was to live with them. Sleeping in Laura's old room, Melody was awash in a sea of grief and confusion, with only her
beloved fiddle to comfort her. Then Cary revealed the truth he'd gleaned about her parents -- a sad shocking story that only puzzled her
more. Melody knew nothing of the dark deceptions that would soon surface...the devastating betrayals she would face before she glimpsed
the faint, beckoning lights of a safe harbor....
Survival is just the beginning in this action-packed middle grade adventure that’s Mad Max for kids. Thirteen years ago, the world ended. A
deadly chemical called Waste began to spread across the globe, leaving devastation in its wake. Millions died. Cities fell into chaos. Anything
the Waste didn’t kill, it mutated into threatening new forms. Kobi has always believed he and his dad were the only survivors. But when his
dad goes missing, Kobi follows his trail—and discovers a conspiracy even deadlier than the Waste itself. Nonstop action, chilling dangers, and
edge-of-your-seat twists make this gripping, fast-paced read perfect for young readers who love survival adventures like Gary Paulsen’s
Hatchet and dystopian series like Jeanne DuPrau’s City of Ember.
The Wolfe Pet Sitting Agency returns to unravel another mystery—and this time, it's a slippery slope for our heroes and their newfound huskydog sidekicks! Kat Wolfe on Thin Ice is the third book in the middle-grade series about animals and friendship from award-winning author
Lauren St John. Best friends Kat Wolfe and Harper Lamb can’t wait to travel from England’s Bluebell Bay to New York’s Adirondacks for a
fall vacation with their parents. But misadventure plagues them from the start, leaving them in the wrong place at the wrong time. Alone! As
the weather turns wild, Kat discovers she may have been the last person to cross paths with a girl who is a star witness in a criminal trial
making headlines across the country. When the witness vanishes, Kat and Harper race to piece together the clues that might save her from a
notorious gang. Soon they’re targets too. With an early snowstorm moving in and no way out, detectives Wolfe & Lamb will need all their
wits, skills, and the help of some wayward animals, if they’re to survive.
A Girl on the Run from the Law Alexandra Blakewood has everything any teenager could wish for, apart from the horse she'd love, but she
won't stop getting into trouble. Sent to a US boot camp, she dreams of escaping. It seems impossible until she's told about a gruelling 1,200
mile horse race across the American West... A Boy on a Mission to Save a Life Will Greyton was the star student at his Tennessee high
school until his father was laid off. Now Will works at a burger joint. When his dad falls ill, it seems things can't get any worse. An operation
will save him, but there's no way to pay for it. Then Will hears about The Glory, a deadly endurance race with a $250,000 purse, open to any
rider daring enough to attempt it...
The second exciting adventure in the dramatic Legend of the Animal Healer series! Martine is just getting used to her new life on the game
reserve with her grandmother and the white giraffe, Jemmy, when she must go away. Her class is going on a trip?an ocean voyage to watch
the sardine run, a spectacular natural phenomenon off the coast of South Africa. But the exciting adventure takes a dramatic turn when
Martine and several of her classmates are thrown overboard into shark-infested waters! They are saved by a pod of dolphins and end up
marooned on a deserted island. Now the castaways must learn to work together, not only to survive but to help the dolphins who are now in
peril.
Astraea, Zephyr, Pegasus, and Tryn turn to an old enemy to save them from a desperate situation in this third book in a new series from
bestselling Pegasus author Kate O’Hearn, who masterfully blends mystery and mythology together. Jake, Nesso, and Emily have been
captured by the Mimics. Their friends are determined to rescue them before it’s too late, though that’s easier said than done. Driven from
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their home and facing a constant stream of new attacks, Astraea, Zephyr, Pegasus, and Tryn are struggling just to survive another day
against Mimics who can kill with a touch and take the shape of any friend or family member. While Jupiter is focused on returning to Titus,
Astraea knows their only shot is to take the fight to the Mimic home world and stop the Mimic queen herself. To do that, they’ll need to even
the odds of seven friends versus an entire planet. So they come up with a plan to capture the one thing more terrifying than their enemy—the
giant snake Lergo. Seeking out the serpent that almost killed them seems like a terrible idea. But it will take more than one unlikely ally to
save their friends—not to mention the universe—and defeat the Mimics for good.
Laura cannot contain her excitement when she wins a trip to the Caribbean for herself and her uncle, Calvin Redfern, especially when her
best friend, Tariq, and her three-legged husky, Skye, accidentally find themselves on board too. But when they dock at Antigua, they discover
that Calvin Redfern has vanished, and Laura and Tariq are about to be kidnapped by the fearsome Straight A gang. Dramatic escapes, an
erupting volcano and a race against time to stop the deadly undercover 'Marine Concern' make Laura's second adventure every bit as
exciting as the first.
A thriller set in the equestrian world about making the impossible possible, about reaching the top on a one dollar horse. Fifteen year old
Casey Blue lives in East London's grimmest tower block and volunteers at a local riding school, but her dream is to win the world's greatest
Three Day Event: the Badminton Horse Trials. When she rescues a starving, half-wild horse, she's convinced that the impossible can be
made possible. But she has reckoned without the consequences of her father's criminal record, or the distraction of a boy with melty, dark
eyes, with whom she refuses to fall in love. Casey learns the hard way that no matter how high you jump, or how fast you gallop, you can
never outrun the past. A real life thriller that delves into the competitive and elite equestrian world from the 2011 BLUE PETER BOOK OF
THE YEAR award-winning author.
Will Tom ever have a story of his own? Tom Trueheart's six older brothers are famous. They go on exciting quests in the Land of Stories to
complete tales the Story Bureau assigns them. Tom stays at home with his mother. But when his brothers fail to return from their latest
adventures in time for Tom's twelfth birthday, a letter from the Story Bureau arrives . . . addressed to Tom. Only he can venture into the Land
of Stories to find out why his brothers haven't completed their missions. Tom packs his bags and kisses his mother good-bye. He's about to
discover a tale of his own. . . . How will it end?
A mysterious curse has stricken Kexley Castle for generations ever since Egyptian treasure was transported to Cornwall by a 19th Century
explorer. Can four young adventurers reveal the secrets that have been hidden for over a hundred years? Join Lara, Rufus, Tom and Barney
in their first exciting adventure together as they unravel the mystery and race to find Captain Jack Kexley's hiding place. To succeed, they
must discover and solve a series of clues left by their ancestor, ahead of two unwelcome visitors from the British Museum who are
determined to get there first!
The sea almost killed them, and now it must lead them to the truth in this standalone middle-grade eco-mystery about twins lost on the high
seas from the author of the bestselling novel The White Giraffe. Twelve-year-old Jess and Jude live a dream life on a battered old yacht,
sailing from one exotic destination to the next with their guardian. But when he vanishes one night after an argument with a stranger, the
twins are left alone, facing an incoming storm and an unknown enemy. Surviving at sea is just the start of an adventure that will take them an
ocean away to the former home of their missing parents and pit them against one of the world’s most powerful men. How far do they dare go,
and what will they risk, to find the truth about who they are really are? Wave Riders from Lauren St John is an exciting and compelling middlePage 5/7
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grade tale of sailing, family, and identity.
Kat Wolfe, Harper Lamb, and their animal sidekicks are back in a new caper as Lauren St. John's Wolfe and Lamb Mysteries . A suspicious
death coincides with the exciting discovery of the fossilized bones of a 200-million-year-old dinosaur. Kat is on the case, but she's also
fending off accusations that one of her pets is attacking local animals, dealing with a difficult and perhaps dangerous relative, and wondering
about clues she's discovered about a strange local cult. Kat Wolfe Takes the Case is another high-stakes adventure perfect for mystery and
animal lovers!
Eleven-year-old ace detective Laura Marlin finds herself deep in the murky world of race-fixing, trickery and horse thieves in her third mystery
adventure, from award-winning author Lauren St John. Laura Marlin's two greatest loves in life are detective novels and animals, so she is
ecstatic when her uncle agrees to let her keep a horse after they rescue it from an overturned horsebox. But he has a condition. Before he
will allow her to adopt it they have to find its former owner, just to ensure that it hasn't been stolen. A visit to Newmarket to investigate the
thoroughbred's origins leads Laura to the Kentucky Derby in the US and deep into the murky world of race-fixing.
A poignant story by master storyteller, Dick King-Smith When Ned helps his grandmother clear out her attic, he finds a very unusual Victorian
doll - she speaks! Ned and Lady Daisy soon become fast friends, even though he's teased at school for owning a doll. Ned learns to stand up
to his father and the school bully in order to protect Lady Daisy. But then the doll is stolen - will Ned ever find her again?
The first book in the heart-warming White Giraffe series by Lauren St John, featuring the African adventures of Martine and her magical white
giraffe. When tragedy strikes on a winter's night in England, Martine is sent to live with her grandmother on a game reserve in South Africa.
Her wild, beautiful new home is riddled with secrets, but lonely Martine finds comfort in the legend of a white giraffe and in mysterious Grace,
who believes Martine has a powerful gift. Defying her grandmother by entering the reserve alone, Martine is plunged into a world of danger,
mystery and adventure. Who can she trust? And how far will she go to save the only friend she has ever known?
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which
are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for academics to question whether Disney’s films
and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney
Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a number of the
articles in the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or
embrace progressive thinking. The different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according to the
theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles
encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.
When twelve-year-old Kat Wolfe starts a pet-sitting agency, she soon finds herself unraveling a mystery, in this first book of a new middlegrade series from award-winning author Lauren St. John. After a break-in at their London home, Kat Wolfe and her veterinarian mum decide
it’s time to move to the country. Dr. Wolfe’s new job on England’s Jurassic Coast comes with a condition: They have to adopt Tiny, a huge
Savannah who resists Kat’s best attempts at cat whispering. Kat starts a pet-sitting agency to make pocket money, but then the owner of her
first client, an Amazon parrot, vanishes from his gadget-filled mansion. Only one person shares Kat’s conviction that he’s the victim of foul
play: Harper Lamb, an American girl laid up with two broken legs thanks to her racehorse. Kat and Harper team up, but what starts out as
mystery-solving fun turns deadly for the duo. When all clues point to a nearby army base, can they count on their unruly animal friends to
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save the day—and their lives?
Early Readers are stepping stones from picture books to reading books. A blue Early Reader is perfect for sharing and reading together. A
red Early Reader is the next step on your reading journey. Shumba is the naughtiest lion cub in the whole of Africa. When he sneaks off one
night to go exploring, he finds himself on a boat going all the way to England with gorillas, snakes, monkeys, zebras and parrots. And that's
just the start of his adventure! A heartwarming Early Reader story from the author of the White Giraffe quartet, which brings Africa and its
animals to life for the youngest readers.
Ace detective Laura Marlin returns in another gripping adventure mystery for World Book Day 2014, from award-winning author, Lauren St
John. When a prize-winning essay earns Laura Marlin an invitation to a midnight picnic on mysterious Bodmin Moor she can hardly wait,
especially since her best friend, Tariq, and husky, Skye, get to come too. But Bodmin is a place steeped in legend and as the fog descends it
becomes hard to separate myth from reality. When a freak accident leaves the children alone, Laura has to use all her powers of deduction to
outwit an enemy who may not even exist.
2-in-1 edition of the first two stories in the BLUE PETER AWARD-winning mystery adventure series about11-year-old ace detective, Laura
Marlin. BLUE PETER AWARD-winning DEAD MAN'S COVE is the first in a new detective adventure series from the author of the much-loved
White Giraffe series. Orphaned Laura is sent to live with her uncle in Cornwall, convinced that a life of adventure is hers at last - and
everywhere she turns she's confronted with mysteries. Is Tariq, the shopkeeper's silent son, a friend or an enemy? Why does her uncle seem
intent on erasing his own past? And why is everyone so afraid of Dead Man's Cove? And in KIDNAP IN THE CARIBBEAN Laura Marlin has
no idea that her dream holiday to the Caribbean might cost her and everyone she loves their lives, as they come face to face with pirates, a
volcano and hungry sharks.
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